GOLFBUDDY aim W11 GPS Golf Watch
The aim W11 is GOLFBUDDY’s most advanced smart golf GPS watch with features that include a full-colour touch screen display and give the golfer better real-life
views and more control around the course. Long battery life! The 13-hour battery life in Golf Mode lasts up to 3 rounds of golf. Convenient and easy to use, with zoom
in/out makes it easier to read the green.
1.3" full-colour LCD display with responsive touch screen.
Colour course view and dual arc distance readings with ZOOM in/out function.
Distances to the front/centre/back of the green, hazards & hole layout.
Digital scorecard helping you to keep track of your scores throughout the round.
Shot distance measurement: Track your shot distance with precision.
Lightweight - only 50g: Allowing the watch not to interfere with your swing.
Preloaded with 40,000 courses worldwide with free updates.
Bluetooth Casting to smartphone or tablet.
Up to 13 hours of battery life in Golf Mode - Lasts for up to 3 rounds of golf- rechargeable via USB.
Multilingual - Up to 11 languages available.
IP67 Heavy Rain Proof.
Includes 2 watch straps - One all black & another red, white & blue.
UK based customer support via e-mail or phone with KNOWLEDGE DESK to help with any query or product feature to ensure you get the most out of
your purchase.

Full Colour Display with Responsive Touch Screen
The easy-to-read 1.3” full colour TFT-LCD display shows important course information including distances to the front/centre/back green, hazards, pin placement and
hole layout. The zoom in and out function enables you to get a better view around the green including seeing your location you can see your distance from the pin and
any hazards on the course. The aimW11 provides all the information you need when planning your next shot making this the perfect companion for any golfer.

Shot Distance
With the added shot distance measurement you can track your shot distance and performance of every hole with precision.
"The new distance measuring feature on the watch is great, basically allows you to mark a start and endpoint which is great for measuring shot distances..."
Chris Ryan - PGA Professional

Interchangeable Watch Faces
The aim W11 offers the option of a multitude of interchangable watch faces. Choose the one that suits your mood. Get bored, and switch it out for another.

40,000 Courses

Bluetooth Casting

2 Straps

IP67 Heavy Rain Proof

Preloaded with 40,000 golf courses
worldwide in over 170 countries with free
wireless course updates via Bluetooth
with the smartphone app.

Using the GOLFBUDDY smart app you
can cast yardages, and other golf GPS
features from GOLFBUDDY aim W11 to
a smart device wirelessly when synced
via Bluetooth.

The aim W11 comes complete with 2
watch straps - One all black & another
red, white & blue.

The GOLFBUDDY aim W11 an IP67
waterproof rating meaning it is suitable
for use in heavy rain and can be used in
all weather conditions.

